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not her heart. But Adam wasn't going to let her go without a fight. Carole
Mortimer "delivers quality romance." —Romantic Times
To Marry McAllister-Carole Mortimer 2010-12-27 Dangerously attractive
Brice McAllister has been commissioned to paint a portrait of Sabina Smith.
But the elusive supermodel tries everything she can to avoid being alone
with him! Realizing that Sabina is afraid to act on the mutual attraction she
senses between them, he arranges her portrait sitting at his grandfather's
Scottish castle. Brice is determined to seduce Sabina and he knows there is
no way she'll resist the temptation....
Wedded Bliss-Penny Jordan 2011-07-15 A lot can happen on the way to the
altar… Penny Jordan THEY'RE WED AGAIN! When Belle Crawford found
herself seated next to her ex-husband Luc at a wedding, she expected
fireworks—a display sparked by passion! Carole Mortimer THE MAN
SHE'LL MARRY Left to bring up her daughter alone, Merry Baker had
decided that marriage wasn't for her. Now she must reconsider: handsome
stranger Zack Kingston has walked into her life, determined to put a ring on
her finger…. Celebrate Harlequin's fiftieth anniversary in style with two
brand-new stories from two of our most popular Harlequin Presents®
authors.
LADY SURRENDER-Carole Mortimer 2020-06-26 Alex’s first love is the sexy
and handsome CEO of an international conglomerate. In order to get even a
little bit closer to him, she dyes her blond hair brown, puts on glasses and
fakes her age to become his assistant. But it’s so painful to be near him all
the time when she has no chance of being loved by him… Then they set off
on a business trip to Greece together. Now is her chance to show him who
she really is!
His Bid for a Bride-Carole Mortimer 2009-06-01 When Skye O'Hara's life is
rocked by tragedy, she's reunited with Falkner Harrington—her father's
enigmatic business partner. Needing some time to consider her future, Skye
has no other option but to accept when Falkner offers her the sanctuary of
his home. But as the tension and chemistry sizzle between them, living with
the dark-hearted tycoon becomes a real challenge! Especially when Falkner
makes a demand in return for his hospitality—his new housemate must
become his very convenient wife!
Hidden Love-Carole Mortimer 2017-06-01 Read this classic romance by USA
Today bestselling author Carole Mortimer, now available for the first time in
e-book! A ring to claim his heir Completely infatuated with successful protennis player Nick St. Clare, Rachel offers no resistance to his sinful
seduction. But when their unbridled passion results in a pregnancy, Nick
insists that Rachel marry him—no heir of his will be without a father! Rachel
knows their marriage is one of convenience, yet the incendiary heat
between them still burns bright! But with Nick off traveling the world, how
can she convince her husband that there's more to their marriage than just
a baby? Originally published in 1982
THE SICILIAN'S RUTHLESS MARRIAGE REVENGE-Carole Mortimer
2010-01-01 Robin lost her older brother Simon in a car accident, and a
woman driving in the opposite lane was also killed. That woman’s brother,
Cesare, assumes that Simon was completely at fault for the accident and
plans a clever, ruthless revenge: he uses his overwhelming economic power
to force Robin into marrying him! Robin tries to fight the forced matrimony,
but when that epitome of manliness Cesare pulls her into a rough kiss, all
her strength leaves her body…
To Mend a Marriage-Carole Mortimer 2011-03-21 Gemini's marriage of
convenience to Nick Drummond had gone terribly wrong the moment she'd
fallen in love with her husband. She desired Nick so much-but as theirs was
a marriage in name only, she could only look, not touch. However, when
Gemini found herself looking after her tiny baby niece-dumped on her by
her irresponsible twin sister-a way to mend her marriage became clear....
The Wade Dynasty-Carole Mortimer 2019-01-01 Read this classic romance
by USA TODAY bestselling author Carole Mortimer, now available for the
first time in e-book! Back in the rich rancher’s arms… Ten years ago
Brenna’s mother married Nathan Wade’s father, and in time, Brenna not
only found a new home at the sprawling Wade ranch in Alberta, she fell
wildly in love with Nathan. She would have accepted his marriage proposal
too—if she hadn’t learned that all he really cared about was control of the
ranch… Now a family crisis is pulling her back home. And despite Brenna’s
best efforts to despise Nathan, the desire between them is as strong as
ever…! Originally published in 1986
Fear of Love-Carole Mortimer 2017-05-01 Read this classic romance by USA

A Man to Marry-Carole Mortimer 2014-12-30 Cat lives with her cousin Kate
and their grandmother in a rural town. Being young and single and never in
the company of men, gossip surrounds them, though Cat pays it no mind.
Since being used and betrayed by her fianc?, she has decided she can never
again trust men. The women keep busy running a nursery in their sprawling
house, but fate comes knocking one day…in the form of Caleb Reynolds. “I
would like my son to attend this nursery,” announces the alluring man in
front of her. He exudes the scent of danger, and Cat isn’t sure she can resist
it.
TO MARRY MCKENZIE - Bachelor Cousins 1-Carole Mortimer 2007-11-01
Logan McKenzie is an attractive single man who heads a major company
and has the blood of British nobility. The girls can’t leave him alone! One
day, a waitress serving lunch at his company starts crying and he can’t help
but pull her to him and comfort her. It isn’t like him to be so kind! Her name
is Darcy, and he suspects she’s in trouble because of an affair with a
married man. He wants to help her, so he goes to the restaurant where she
works… Is he in love with her? No, it can’t be!!
The Man She'll Marry-Carole Mortimer 2017-02-01 Re-read this classic
romance by USA Today bestselling author Carole Mortimer Abandoned by
her—apparently married!—college boyfriend and left to bring up her
daughter alone, Merry Baker decided long ago that marriage isn't for her.
But when handsome publishing executive, Zack Kingston, shows up on her
doorstep, Merry experiences an intense longing she's never felt before… So
when Zack pretends to propose to her at a party, Merry finds herself almost
wishing it was real. But what Merry doesn't realise is that secretly Zack is
determined to put a ring on her finger! Originally published in 1999
Married by Christmas-Carole Mortimer 2014-11-27
A Man To Marry-Carole Mortimer 2011-05-23 Cat wasn't interested in a
brief fling! She'd been hurt in the past by a two-timing fianc who'd been
using her to find out a lucrative secret. She felt she would never trust a man
again -- until she met her new neighbor, the dark, enigmatic Caleb
Reynolds.... The gorgeous bachelor was intriguing, his little son was
adorable. Yet Cat couldn't help being suspicious of Caleb's motives. She
longed to surrender to his passion, but that would also mean trusting him
with her well-guarded secret....
To Marry McKenzie-Carole Mortimer 2010-12-27 Logan McKenzie liked his
life exactly how it was—with no surprises, and without a wife. Then Logan
learned his mother was about to marry for the third time, and that Darcy,
his very pretty stepsister-to-be, was in danger of being hurt by that
marriage. So he found himself getting involved—not only in trying to
prevent the forthcoming nuptials, but with Darcy herself...and his carefully
controlled existence was turned upside down!
An Enigmatic Man-Carole Mortimer 2010-10-01 From the moment Crystal
had arrived at Sam Barton's remote mansion, she'd got the message: Sam
had no room in his life for emotional involvement. But it wasn't as if she
wanted to marry him, for goodness' sake—just somewhere to stay for a
couple of nights! Crys steeled herself to endure enforced proximity with this
arrogant, infuriating man. Only, she was taken aback to discover that
beneath Sam's tough, brooding exterior there existed a passionate
sensuality…
JOINED BY MARRIAGE-Carole Mortimer 2018-02-28 【A story by USA Today
bestselling author becomes a comic!】Brianna lives happily with her
adoptive father, but one day she receives a letter from her late biological
mother, Rebecca. Brianna has no interest in learning about the feelings of
this woman who abandoned her…until lawyer Nathan, who knows about the
tragic events of Rebecca’s life, persuades her otherwise. With this, Brianna
decides to seek the truth about her father, the man who made her mother
suffer so. As Nathan helps her in this endeavor, Brianna finds herself
growing attracted to him, but her search for the truth just might reveal an
unexpected connection between the two of them!
A MARRIAGE TO REMEMBER-Carole Mortimer 2011-07-15 Divorce vs.
Desire Three years ago Adam Carmichael had walked out on Maggi when
she needed him most. Now he was back, to pick up their marriage where
he'd left off—or so he thought! Maggi's first reaction was to finalize their
divorce, but Adam refused point-blank. Maggi became furious—not with
Adam, but with herself, because, to her dismay, part of her was relieved!
Torn between divorce and desire, Maggi knew she should follow her head,
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Today bestselling author Carole Mortimer, now available for the first time in
e-book! His forbidden temptation Alexandra Paige resents TV journalist
Dominic Tempest for interfering in her life. He may be her sister's brotherin-law, but he has a nerve saying she is too young to get married! Especially
when Dominic himself has clearly noticed that the kid he's known for years
is now a woman… Dominic knows Alexandra is off-limits—he's older than
her and she's practically family—but as the tension between them increases,
Dominic can't resist stoking the fire that his attraction to Alexandra has
ignited! Originally published in 1980
Taggart's Woman-Carole Mortimer 2018-05-01 Read this classic romance by
USA Today bestselling author Carole Mortimer, now available for the first
time in e-book! A marriage for inheritance… To inherit her rightful share of
her family business, Heather Danvers is forced to marry her late father’s
partner, Daniel Taggart—a rough-edged, self-made millionaire, whose
contempt for Heather seems beyond obvious! Yet in the two years since they
first met, Heather has fallen for her captivating, yet distant, husband. But
Heather doesn’t know that Daniel is hiding a secret—one that, if proved
true, could have consequences… Can Heather show Daniel that there’s
more to their marriage than convenience? Originally published in 1987
An Unwilling Desire-Carole Mortimer 2017-04-01 Read this classic romance
by USA Today bestselling author Carole Mortimer, now available for the
first time in e-book! The millionaire's innocent mistress Holly is distraught
when she's accused of breaking up her boss's marriage. She can't suffer
being the cause of another divorce—Holly still feels unwittingly responsible
for the breakdown of her mother's marriage. Now it seems the only way to
prove her innocence is to date Zack Benedict—her boss's brother! Only soon
there's a problem with Zack's fool proof plan to protect his brother's
marriage…when his desire for Holly turns from fantasy to reality…!
Originally published in 1984
To Woo a Wife-Carole Mortimer 2011-07-15 Jarrett, Jonathan and Jordan
Hunter are Bachelor Brothers Some men are meant to marry! Jarrett. The
oldest Hunter brother—he's dark, handsome and impossibly rich. He's never
fallen in love, until he meets Abbie Sutherland. He intended to buy out her
chain of hotels…and now his prize is her. Abbie is beautiful, sexy—utterly
desirable. But she is also a young widow wary of emotional and physical
involvement. For Jarrett, always a winner in the boardroom and the
bedroom, this is the ultimate challenge. Wealth and seduction are not
enough for Abbie—she needs to be wooed!
Carole Lombard-Michelle Morgan 2016-10-05 Carole Lombard was the very
opposite of the typical 1930s starlet. A no-nonsense woman, she worked
hard, took no prisoners and had a great passion for life. As a result, she
became Hollywood’s highest-paid star. From the outside, Carole’s life was
one of great glamour and fun, yet privately she endured much heartache. As
a child, her mother moved Carole and her brothers across the country away
from their beloved father. Carole then began a film career, only to have it
cut short after a devastating car accident. Picking herself back up, she was
rocked by the accidental shooting of her lover; a failed marriage to actor
William Powell; and the sorrow of infertility during her marriage to
Hollywood’s King, Clark Gable.Lombard marched forward, promising to be
positive. Sadly her life was cut short in a plane crash so catastrophic that
pieces of the aircraft are still buried in the mountain today. In Carole
Lombard, bestselling author Michelle Morgan accesses previously unseen
documents to tell the story of a woman whose remarkable life and
controversial death continues to enthral.
Becoming Carole Lombard-Olympia Kiriakou 2020-02-20 Becoming Carole
Lombard: Stardom, Comedy and Legacy is a historical critique of the
development and reception of Carole Lombard's stardom from the classical
Hollywood period to present day. Based on original archival research,
Olympia Kiriakou combines theoretically informed textual analyses of
Lombard's performances and star image across different media
(biographies, publicity materials, photography and film) with a critical
engagement of the cultural, economic, social and industrial conditions that
shaped her stardom. Sitting at the intersection of feminist film theory, star
studies and comedy theory, this work presents Lombard as a case study to
challenge the screwball canon and existent academic discourse about
female physical comedy and the alleged “delicate” female body. In doing so,
it formulates a new historical approach to understanding gender, femininity,
and identity in Hollywood comedies of the 1930s. Moreover, this is the first
research of its kind to offer a comprehensive understanding of Lombard's
stardom beyond her associations with the screwball comedy genre.
The Failed Marriage-Carole Mortimer 2019-03-11 Read this classic romance
by USA Today bestselling author Carole Mortimer, now available for the
first time in e-book! A failing marriage… The loss of their child a year ago
devastated Joanna and Joshua. His suggestion that they separate for a year
is hurtful, yet Joanna’s been unable to get past her grief—denying Joshua
access to her in ever way. Maybe some time apart would help? She agrees
to his demand, but the rekindling of the desire between them the night
before his departure leaves Joanna wondering, is their marriage a failure
after all? Or can the spark that’s been reignited burn brightly once again…?
Originally published in 1983
In Secret Sin-Lova L. Hines 2007-04-01
Carole Pateman-Terrell Carver 2013-03-01 Carole Pateman’s writings have
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been innovatory precisely for their qualities of engagement, pursued at the
height of intellectual rigour. This book draws from her vast output of
articles, chapters, books and speeches to provide a thematic yet integrated
account of her innovations in political theory and contributions to the
politics of policy-making.
To Love Again-Carole Mortimer 2020-04-20 Re-read this classic romance by
USA Today bestselling author Carole Mortimer. Christi has lived in the flat
adjacent to gorgeous Lucas Kingsley for four years now. And she’s been in
love with her handsome divorced neighbour ever since they met! Yet Lucas
has only ever treated her with a brotherly affection. And unlike the
sophisticated London beauties he dates, Christi has almost given up hope of
him seeing her as a desirable woman... Until one evening she convinces him
to demonstrate to her how a man should kiss. And when he complies,
suddenly everything changes! Originally published in 1988. Mills & Boon
Modern – Seduction, glamour and sinfully seductive heroes await you in
luxurious international locations.
After the Loving-Carole Mortimer 2020-04-20 Re-read this classic romance
by USA Today bestselling author Carole Mortimer. Bryna Fairchild isn’t
supposed to get emotionally involved with brooding millionaire Raff
Gallagher. Their affair is only meant to be temporary – Raff is a notorious
bachelor who doesn’t do commitment. But discovering that she’s expecting
his baby is bound to change things between them... Raff is a man who
always gets what he wants. And six months ago he wanted Bryna as his
mistress. Now what Raff wants is to claim his heir...and to do so he’s
determined to make Bryna his wife! Originally published in 1987. Mills &
Boon Modern – Seduction, glamour and sinfully seductive heroes await you
in luxurious international locations.
Captive Loving (Mills & Boon Modern)-Carole Mortimer 2015-02-01 Carole
Mortimer is one of Mills & Boon’s best loved Modern Romance authors.
With nearly 200 books published and a career spanning 35 years, Mills &
Boon are thrilled to present her complete works available to download for
the very first time! Rediscover old favourites - and find new ones! - in this
fabulous collection...
To Be a Husband-Carole Mortimer 2011-07-15 Jarrett, Jonathan and Jordan
Hunter are Bachelor Brothers Some men are meant to marry! Jonathan.
Middle brother, accomplished lover, he's blond and impossibly goodlooking. What woman can resist his charm? Gaye Royal, for one! For
Jonathan, this is a first. Gaye's cool, elegant beauty is a challenge in itself,
and she makes it plain from the start that she doesn't want him in her
life—a situation he's determined to change. But why is Gaye so mysterious,
elusive, so intriguing, and what does Jonathan have to do to win her over?
Propose marriage? Being a husband is the last thing that Jonathan has in
mind….
Lifelong Affair-Carole Mortimer 2017-06-01 Read this classic romance by
USA Today bestselling author Carole Mortimer, now available for the first
time in e-book! Married for their baby's sake Successful actress Morgan
McKay's world is turned upside down when her sister and brother-in-law
are tragically killed, making Morgan the guardian for her baby nephew. But
Morgan is surprised to learn she won't be a single parent. Wickedly
handsome Alex Hammond is the baby's joint guardian! Alex has his reasons
for never wanting to fall in love. But for the sake of the baby, he's
determined to ensure this dysfunctional little family is a success—and he'll
start by making stunning Morgan his wife! Originally published in 1983
To Make a Marriage-Carole Mortimer 2011-02-21 How much longer could
Andie keep her pregnancy a secret? Both her sisters knew, and soon she
would start to show! Andie was fiercely determined to bring up her
child—alone. The conception had taken place in a moment of madness, with
a man whom Andie was convinced was in love with another woman.
However, Adam Munroe was also a close family friend and Andie knew she
couldn't avoid him forever....
Men of Power: The Billionaire's Marriage Bargain / The Italian Tycoon and
the Nanny / The Heart of a Ruler / The Substitute Millionaire / The Boss's
Bedroom Agenda / Virgin: Wedded at the Italian's Convenience-Carole
Mortimer 2015-06-01 Six ruthless, powerful men and the women they love
in this thrilling new collection from M&B. The Billionaire’s Marriage
Bargain by Carole Mortimer
Lily of the Springs-Carole Bellacera 2012-03-21 In 1952 Kentucky, 18-yearold Lily Foster, the daughter of strict Southern Baptist parents, becomes
pregnant by the town "bad boy" and just like that, she finds herself married
to a man who doesn't want to be a husband. Jake has no intention of letting
the inconvenience of marriage stop him from what he believes is his due. In
actuality, Lily is the one who is trapped. She loves Jake-- always has, since
they were children playing in the woods on adjoining properties--and she's
convinced she can eventually make him love her. All it will take is desire
and patience. Once the baby arrives, they will be the perfect little family.
From Lily's home on Opal Springs Ridge to a four-year stint at an army base
in New Boston, Texas, and finally, to life on their own in Bowling Green,
Kentucky, Lily struggles to maintain a rocky marriage with a moody,
immature husband while raising two daughters."--Publisher's description.
Gypsy-Carole Mortimer 2015-11-16 You can get swept away once again by
this powerful, sizzling, bestselling story from Carole Mortimer. Claiming his
woman… Shay is the raven-haired beauty the Falconer brothers called
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Gypsy. Irresistible to each brother, it was Lyon Falconer who claimed
her—when he didn't have the right… Yet it was Ricky, the youngest
Falconer, who picked up the fragments of Shay's shattered life and married
her out of love. But, with her husband's death, destiny has hurled Shay back
within Lyon's reach. Now Lyon has a final chance to prove that Shay has
always been—and would always be—his!
Bound by Contract-Carole Mortimer 2011-04-18 Oscar-winning film director
Gideon Byrne has found the perfect unknown actress to star in his next film:
beautiful, talented Madison McGuire... Madison is bound by contract to
work-and live!-with the director for the next eight months! How will she
keep her true identity a secret for so long? She knows Gideon will sack her
if he finds out, but she's so irresistibly attracted to him-ever since their first
steamy kiss...
Don’T Settle-Scott Carroll MD 2016-11-07 Do you want to know the real
secret to a satisfying and successful marriage? Gettingand stayinghappily
married is probably one of the hardest things most of us will ever attempt.
In fact, marriage is so challenging that you have to marry well to start with
to even have a chance of success. Even worse, the advice youve heard all
your life is either wrong or at best incomplete. Heartbroken after his second
divorce, Dr. Carroll was determined to solve the puzzle of how to have a
successful marriage. Drawing on his professional expertise as a psychiatrist
and a wealth of field research, he emerged with a powerful yet simple
system for finding your perfect match. Using neuroscience, genetics,
behavioral science, psychology, and his work with shamans and other
spiritual healers, he will teach you how to marry science with spirituality to
attract the perfect man for you - the man you were meant for - and how to
get him to the altar in as little as a year. Youll learn: why the usual advice
doesnt work why amazing chemistry is a bad sign what type of man is
perfectly suited for you how to energetically attract him how to know hes
really the one and of course, how to get him to the altar! If youre tired of
the singles scene and frustrated by failed attempts at love, Dont Settle is the
step-by-step, complete solution youve been looking for.
A Yuletide Seduction-Carole Mortimer 2011-03-21 Everybody knows her as
Jane Smith—a successful businesswoman. What they don’t know is that Jane
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has also successfully distanced herself from her past. Until she meets
handsome American Gabriel Vaughan at a Christmas party. Gabe’s
determined to get close to her, seduce her and sooner or later he’ll
recognize her...as a former society lady with a secret...
Elusive Obsession-Carole Mortimer 2017-02-06 Re-read this classic romance
by USA Today bestselling author Carole Mortimer Diana Lamb wanted
revenge! When powerful, enigmatic billionaire Reece Falcon seduced her
stepmother, her father committed suicide and Diana is determined to make
Reece pay for her loss… But in getting close to Reece—to better exact her
revenge—successful model Diana finds herself falling for this brooding
magnate's charms! Now she's engaged to her enemy, but will the wedding
proceed once the truth comes out…? Originally published in 1992
Leon (Dance with the Devil 2)-Carole Mortimer 2020-09-25 LEON (Dance
with the Devil 2) is the second book in USA Today and Amazon #1
Bestselling Author, Carole Mortimer’s, NEW Contemporary Romance series,
Dance with the Devil. Author’s Note: These books are HOT. There may also
be some violence – these are very bad men! Carla Andretti swore off men a
year ago, all men, when she came home unexpectedly and found her then
boyfriend in their bed with another woman. She is not, most definitely not,
going to even think about getting involved with Leon Brunelli, a man who is
not only eighteen years older than her but also the most powerful Mafia don
in New York. Leon has been on his own since his wife died giving birth to
their daughter twenty years ago. Why marry again when beautiful women
are lining up to be with him. Except… Those women are attracted to the
power he wields rather than the man. Which has never bothered him. Until
he meets spitfire Carla Andretti, and she makes it very clear she isn’t
impressed, by him being the ruthless head of the New York Mafia or the
power that gives him. Leon isn’t accustomed to being told no. Carla doesn’t
trust herself to say yes. When Leon channels all his power into seducing
Carla into his bed she finds it more and more difficult to resist. Who will win
their battle of wills? Or will they both win?
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